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House of Bread 

 Walking into House of Bread, delicious aromas of fresh baked breads, scones, and 

muffins fill the air, inviting you to discover why this is a San Luis Obispo staple for people in the 

know. Sheila McCann, founder of House of Bread, is a hands-on boss often found working side-

by-side with her employees, making sure her breads are held to the highest standards of quality 

and freshness. This isn’t Sheila’s first experience with homemade bread, however. Raised in 

Montana, she “grew up on fresh bread. On top of my Grandma making fresh bread, there was a 

bakery that opened in town that my mom shopped at. We always had really good bread [at 

home]”.1 This luxury of having fresh, homemade bread made a lasting impact on Sheila. Years 

later in the midst of a much needed career change, Sheila ultimately decided to start a bakery 

where they “make bread the way Grandma made it- fresh and naturally”.2 

Sheila has other passions outside of bread making, largely consisting of physically 

demanding outdoor activities. Being raised in the mountainous, four season region of Montana3 

where wheat grows best, likely had an impact on her love of outdoor sports. Sheila is an avid 

cyclist and participator of marathons, triathlons, and Iron Man competitions. So much so that she 

signed up for an around the world bike trip around the year 2000, when business was running 

smoothly and she needed a new challenge. Sheila is up for anything, almost restless for a new 

adventure, and motivated to reach new achievements and growth both in her personal and 

professional life. 

To push her achievements even farther Sheila has taken on a new project; opening 

another House of Bread location. House of Bread is considered “an upscale bakery with high-

                                                           
1 Sheila McCann, Interview by authors, May 18, 2015. 
2 “Homepage,” House of Bread, accessed May 4, 2015. 
3 “About Us”, House of Bread, accessed May 4, 2015. 
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quality products including a line of gourmet sandwiches”.4 Sheila owns House of Bread, San 

Luis Obispo, but is also involved with franchising. Her current project involves opening a House 

of Bread in Truckee, CA, but with an innovative twist on her former business plan.  

Industry Overview 

Bakery Product Manufacturing 

Throughout history bread has always been a staple product with increased marketability 

and technologies. Changing regulations and prices have forced bakers to increase quality and 

availability with an ever increasing demand. 

 The baking industry is an important part of our economy in the U.S., and contributes 

about $311 billion in economic output, or 2.1% of GDP, with California producing the most. The 

direct economic impact of this industry is over $102 billion.5 Exactly 1.76 million people were 

employed in the industry in 2010, and those numbers continue to rise each year as more bakeries 

open. These employees earned $90.2 billion in wages and benefits. The baking industry and its 

members contributed $38.5 billion in federal, state and local taxes, not including the required 

state and local taxes for the baked goods.6 

        In 2011 there were 2,800 commercial bakeries and about 6,000 retail bakeries. While the 

baking industry consists of fewer commercial bakeries than retail operations, the commercial 

bakeries draw 91% of profits. The commercial bakeries had an annual revenue of $36 billion, 

while the retail bakeries followed with about $3.8 billion in revenues.7 While the large divide in 

revenues is apparent, the competitive structure within the sectors is driven by consumer 

preferences and the choice of grocery stores to buy from commercial bakers or bake their own 

                                                           
4 “House of Bread Sandwich Analysis”, Sheila McCann, 2006. 
5 See Appendix, Exhibit 1. 
6 “Bakery Product Manufacturing”, First Research, May 4, 2015. 
7 Ibid. 
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goods. The commercial baking industry is quite concentrated, whereas the retail baking industry 

is very fragmented amongst competitors. The largest commercial bakeries make 75% of 

revenues, while the largest retail bakeries make only 15% of revenues. Additionally, while most 

commercial producers operate more than one baking facility, retail bakeries usually operate only 

one. Bakeries in this industry typically make fresh and frozen breads, pies, cakes, and doughnuts. 

About 40% of products made at bakeries are assorted fresh and frozen breads, 25% rolls and 

buns, and about 10% cakes. The remaining 25% of products come from pies and other 

miscellaneous bakery items, with the variety of the different goods available growing during the 

past decade.8 There is a forecasted average increase of 3% each year from 2015-2019 for the 

bakery product manufacturing industry.9 

Industry Trends 

The top trends in the baking industry are convenience, healthier breads, natural and 

organic products, “going local”, and innovative and artisanal breads/baked goods. Additionally 

in the deli market, offering beverages is a trend that is on the rise and helps to increase sales.10 

Consumers are looking for products that offer new tastes and experiences, and are more 

indulgent without necessarily sacrificing their nutrition. They want new flavors and sensory 

experiences, and most of this innovation takes place in artisanal, independent bakeries.11 The 

healthiness of bread is a major concern of potential consumers, which is why many bakeries are 

now offering all-natural low-carb, gluten free, and whole grain options.12 Cutting back on wheat 

flour and gluten is how many bakeries address the health and natural bread trend. According to 

                                                           
8 “Bakery Product Manufacturing”, First Research, May 4, 2015. 
9 See Appendix, Exhibit 2. 
10 See Appendix, Exhibit 3. 
11 Shannon Brown, Marigny Research Group In., “Fresh Baked Goods in the U.S.”, Packaged Facts, August 1, 2010.  
12 Ibid. 
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Packaged Facts, 23% of respondents strongly agree that they are cutting back on eating baked 

goods because of gluten.  

While consumers do want to eat healthier, they also want to indulge, and many bakeries 

are offering special breads with new flavor combinations that are not available every day. Thus 

making the purchase of these breads feel like a special indulgence and a chance to try out new 

innovations. “Going local” is another important trend in the baking industry, as many people 

have a desire for the freshest ingredients with minimal additives. It is a trend amongst both 

consumers and bakers, as many bakeries are now sourcing products locally; which in turn 

supports neighboring businesses and the local economy.13 

House of bread currently operates on a few of these industry trends. When asked how 

House of Bread sets themselves apart from competitors, Sheila said it is through taste and 

nutrition. “In the bakery industry there is taste, nutrition, price, and convenience. Those are the 

four factors and we compete on the top two.”14 She says that while grocery stores are very 

convenient, “what we have to do is set ourselves apart, make it better for you, better tasting, 

fresher...because you’re asking people to not buy that bread at the store. So that’s how we get 

them in.”15 House of Bread also caters to these industry trends by offering gluten free and low 

carb breads in addition to sourcing local, fresh products. Sheila offers a variety of more indulgent 

bread for those who enjoy tasting new flavor combinations, like apple cinnamon or pesto 

artichoke. 

 

 

                                                           
13 Shannon Brown, Marigny Research Group In., “Fresh Baked Goods in the U.S.”, Packaged Facts, August 1, 2010. 
14 Sheila McCann, Interview by authors, May 18, 2015. 
15 Ibid. 
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History 

 In 1996, Sheila was living an active lifestyle in San Luis Obispo, growing tired of her job 

in the Public Defender’s office. She wanted a different career; eventually deciding upon opening 

a business rather than going back to school, because of existing student loans. Sheila began 

thinking of her own needs that were not being met, and researching business opportunities 

related to those needs. As she put it, “I wanted to do something different. I wrote down on a 

piece of paper what I wanted from a business: one, it had to support me, two, it had to be 

positive. I wanted a positive experience, and it couldn’t be that much to start it up because I 

didn’t have that much money. [So] low entry cost; something with opportunity for growth.”16 

The idea that stuck out the most was a bakery, which also happened to be a passion that was 

instilled in her from a young age, growing up with access to a local bakery. Fresh bread was hard 

to come by at the time she was developing her business, and the only local bakery making bread 

was San Luis Sourdough. Additionally, supermarket breads was not of good quality at the time, 

offering a limited selection of only sliced white or wheat. Sheila would often stock up on fresh 

bread from local bakeries when she was out of town in Santa Barbara or San Diego, but was 

unable to do so in San Luis Obispo as she disliked sourdough bread.17 Thus, House of Bread was 

born. Over the next few years business began to take off, and she gained a loyal following of 

customers who were willing to go out of their way for natural, fresh bread. 

 

 

 

                                                           
16 Sheila McCann, Interview by authors, May 18, 2015. 
17 Ibid. 
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Ingredients 

 Part of the success of House of Bread is due to the high caliber ingredients Sheila 

sources. In the original downtown San Luis Obispo store she milled her own flour with wheat 

delivered from Montana, which she admits was more of an attraction than practical. At the 

current location, which she moved to in 2009, off the intersection of South Higuera St. and 

Marsh St., she no longer mills because the machine is too expensive, takes up too much room, 

and is very loud. Instead, she orders wheat from Montana that is milled on order using a low heat 

process to maintain the utmost freshness.18 

Menu Offerings 

House of Bread originally offered breads and other baked goods like scones and 

cinnamon rolls up until 10 years ago, when sandwiches were added to attract the lunch crowd. 

Sheila now offers some beverages and other retail items such as bread knives and jams, as well 

as gluten free and low carb bread options for people with special diets. Currently, the majority of 

sales are derived from bread, but newer House of Bread franchises are reporting about 50 % of 

sales from lunch and sandwiches. Product offerings include Cinnamon Swirl, Basil Parmesan, 

Sourdough Artichoke Pesto, as well as classics like Honey Whole Wheat and 9-Grain bread. As 

for sandwiches, Sheila sources high-quality meat from Boar’s Head Meats, and offers create-

your-own options, or pre-designed combinations like Tuscan Chicken or Veggie Delight, among 

others.19 House of Bread also offers catering for office lunches or parties, and a discount with 24 

hour advance orders of 6 sandwiches or more.20 

 

                                                           
18 Sheila McCann, Interview by authors, May 18, 2015. 
19 See Appendix Exhibit 3. 
20 “Lunch Menu & Catering”, House of Bread, Accessed May 28, 2015. 
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Structure 

 House of Bread is an S-Corporation, which is privately held by Sheila and protects her 

personal assets. According to the IRS, Sheila is able to pass the income to the owner (herself) 

and report the income and losses on her personal tax return to be taxed at an individual income 

tax rate. This corporation structure is also used to limit taxation, allowing her to avoid double 

taxation on her corporate income.21 

Locations & Franchising 

House of Bread has 8 locations in 6 different states, including the location Sheila owns in 

San Luis Obispo.22 The other 7 locations are franchises, of which Sheila gets a percentage of 

their monthly sales. She is currently looking to expand into other cities, but has to determine that 

they are the right environment for a House of Bread before allowing someone to open a 

franchise. Before Sheila was involved with Franchise Sales Solutions, the location of new stores 

was a decision made by her and the franchisee involved, but with more experience she has 

realized that she needs to have the most say in choosing the location.  

Around 1999 business was growing and thriving, and Sheila became eligible for 

franchising. During this time she also began receiving inquiries about franchising from interested 

parties, therefore her next logical step became the branding of her company. Sheila was aware 

she wasn’t apt at franchising and decided to hire a franchise consultant. She ended up getting 

taken advantage of by a persuasive salesman, Dan, who increased her franchise locations; all the 

while neglecting to find the best areas to open them, as well as the right people to run them. He 

ended up getting paid $4,000 per month and received 30% for each franchise sold, so of course 

                                                           
21 “S Corporations”, Internal Revenue Service, Accessed May 28, 2015. 
22 See Appendix: Exhibit 4. 
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selling as many franchises as he could was his priority.23 She fired him 3 years later when 

multiple franchises had failed and she realized that the foundation of her company was on the 

verge of collapse. Sheila decided to hire another consultant, Mark, to help her rebuild her 

company structure and form processes for franchisee applicants. But before she had fired Dan, 

Sheila was persuaded to invest in a second company-owned store, located in Santa Cruz, 

California.  

Sheila enjoyed Santa Cruz for its great mountain biking, surfing, and other activities, but 

it wasn’t the best fit for House of Bread. The market in Santa Cruz was already saturated and her 

target market stayed away from the downtown area she was located in. In other words, the Santa 

Cruz location was quick on its way to failure. Sheila was losing money fast and at this time 

decided to fire Dan, along with traveling to Santa Cruz to try and fix her second company-owned 

store herself. Sheila had a continual problem with mangers quitting just as the store would seem 

to be turning around, but eventually she cut her losses and closed down the Santa Cruz 

location.24 Sheila reflects on her experience, “You’re motivated by inspiration and desperation. 

When you’re losing money you’re desperate and you’re pretty motivated”.25 At this point she 

hired Mark, her current consultant, and focused on paying back her debt and establishing solid 

franchises.  

Currently, Sheila uses Franchise Sales Solutions, which helps to establish a structured 

and organized franchisee application process, all online. Through their program a House of 

Bread franchise costs $35,000 for the franchise kit with an additional 6% of sales per month, that 

all goes to Sheila. Sheila compensates Franchise Sales Solutions by covering hard costs (around 

                                                           
23 Sheila McCann, Interview by authors, May 18, 2015. 
24 Sheila McCann, Interview by authors, May 18, 2015. 
25 Ibid. 
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$500 per month), and then 40% of any franchises sold once they are up and running effectively.26 

Unlike before with Dan, Franchise Sales Solutions will only be paid if Sheila endorses each new 

franchise as successful. 

Advertising 

Franchise Sales Solutions does more than expedite the application process, they help with 

online marketing as well as social media self-promotion and posting. Her marketing is almost 

always digital, and she believes that the most effective ways to reach people are through online 

promotions. An example would be purchasing a Facebook advertisement for $40 compared to 

running an ad in a newspaper for $1,200. Sheila generally utilizes advertisements around 

seasonal holidays, or during a special event or anniversary. The most common ways she reaches 

her consumers is by e-mail newsletters or word of mouth, and she has recently been looking into 

a frequent buyer app for smartphones. She recognizes that “the better your bakeries are doing, 

the more opportunities there are to grow”.27 

When Sheila is advertising towards possible franchisee’s she uses a Google app that has a 

rate of $600 per month, and focuses on click advertising. When people search words that relate 

to specific terms such as bakery or franchise, House of Bread comes up, and if they use her link 

she pays $2.70 per click. Through this feature she is able to see who is interested in franchising 

and who has actually downloaded her franchise kit, once a possible franchisee has done this, 

John (Sheila’s representative from Franchise Sales Solutions) and his team will approach each 

potential franchisee to try and connect with them to see if they are serious about the 

opportunity.28 Once they find a serious candidate Sheila looks for an appropriate location for the 

                                                           
26 Sheila McCann, Interview by authors, May 18, 2015. 
27Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 
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new House of Bread, and works on helping the franchisees build-up the location with a modern 

and updated concept of the original House of Bread.  

House of Bread’s New Location 

Truckee, CA 

Sheila became aware that she was putting too much energy into her personal life when in 

September 2014 she went to compete in the Tahoe Ironman Triathlon and the race was cancelled 

20 minutes before the start. All of her time spent training resulted in nothing, and her emotions 

started to rise. She felt defeated, and had begun the 20-mile ride back to Truckee when she 

discovered her life was out of balance. Sheila believes that “in business you are either growing or 

shrinking”, and she knew she wasn’t growing. Some attributions to her shrinking were the failure 

of multiple stores, and her fear of adding to her debt with the risk of failing again. Enough was 

enough; it was time to put focus back into growing the business. That week she sat down and 

created a business plan, called her bakers, and got her finances in order.29 She chose to put the 

new store in Truckee, the very place that had helped her to see the imbalance in her life. Truckee 

just felt right.  

 The town of Truckee is located in Nevada County, California in the Sierra Nevada 

Mountains, with a population of 16,180.30 The entire county surrounding the area has a 

population of 98,764, making Truckee’s population only about 6% of the entire county; in 

comparison San Luis Obispo, where her current successful company-owned store is located, has 

a population of 46,377 and is surrounded by a county with a population of 276,443.31 Although 

Truckee has a small population, it has similar demographics to the San Luis Obispo area. The 

                                                           
29 Sheila McCann, Interview by authors, May 18, 2015. 
30 “About Us”, Town of Truckee, Accessed May 13, 2015. 
31 “Quick Facts Beta”, United States Census Bureau, Accessed June 7, 2015. 
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average age in Truckee is around 38 whereas in San Luis Obispo it is 25 to 55. There is a high 

education level; over 90% have at least a high school diploma and 24% of adults, over 25, have a 

Bachelor's degree. There is 8% unemployment. Of the 6,301 households in Truckee 4,011 

households make over $50,000 and the average household income is $93,029.32 It is not a very 

big town but it gets plenty of traffic.  

 The area is known for being able to experience all four seasons of the year, which is rare 

for the rest of California.33 Even though Truckee is growing, they continue to keep their “small 

town” ideals,34 which creates a tight-knit community where customer loyalty to local stores is 

important. They have started a Keep Truckee Green campaign, going along with their 

neighboring town Lake Tahoe, and their Keep Tahoe Blue campaign. Truckee is the kind of 

place that young-active-adventurous people want to live. They have many lakes (including Lake 

Tahoe) nearby, the Truckee River, hiking, camping, and of course ski resorts just a short drive up 

the road. With these many options it is no surprise that Truckee is becoming a tourist and 

vacation home destination.35 Interstate-80, a major highway used to go from Sacramento to 

Reno, runs right through Truckee and forces traffic towards the town. Truckee receives 

“approximately 16,500 vehicles a day” during an average summer weekday according to the 

engineering manager of Truckee, Becky Bucar.36 Within San Luis Obispo her existing location 

receives a similar amount of traffic per day, about 17,400 vehicles, from the cross street she is 

located at.37 Sheila also discovered that the #2 Safeway in the nation is located here, because of 

the intense traffic from people heading up to Incline Mountain, Squaw Valley, and other ski 

                                                           
32 “American Fact Finder”, USCB, Accessed May 13, 2015. 
33 “About Us”, Town of Truckee, Accessed May 13, 2015. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid. 
36 “Business Plan: House of Bread”, Sheila McCann, San Luis Obispo, CA, May 18, 2015. 
37 Ibid. 
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resorts. She was hoping to put her new store in the Safeway center, but Safeway sold to another 

company and the new owners claimed it would be a violation of their contract, and that they 

alone had the right to sell bread in that location. 

Difficulties 

Although her first pick for the new store location didn’t pan out she has another potential 

store location in the works, and is currently speaking with the owner. Her goal is to lease with 

the intention to buy, so that she can sell the franchise and continue to be the landlord. This would 

allow her to not only receive a percentage of sales, but also royalty fees on the property. There 

are a few problems with the property that would need to be addressed, one is that there is no 

sprinkler system and installing it would cost around $50,000, a major fix. The other problem is 

the width of the back door, and with an old building like this more upgrades are surely needed. 

The current landlord is unwilling to pay for any upgrades, which will undoubtedly increase 

Sheila’s initial costs, which are already predicted to be around $250,000. If she cannot buy the 

building these sunk costs will be a loss if she ever decides to move locations.38 Even though 

Sheila has had setbacks she continues to pursue her dream of a Truckee location and overall 

growth of her company.  

Possibilities 

Close by, in Reno, there is another House of Bread location, which is currently Sheila’s 

#2 grossing franchise and many vacationers that drive through Truckee already are familiar with 

House of Bread because of this Reno location. This brand recognition will help in future seasons 

with people coming to vacation who know and want great tasting fresh bread. In Truckee there is 

a need for a bakery that offers more than sourdough, cakes, or traditional bakery items, as well as 

                                                           
38 Sheila McCann, Interview by authors, May 18, 2015. 
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a high-end deli; House of Bread can supply all of this. Truckee has a deli, but it has low quality 

meats and breads with limited seating. This being the only option, people eat there, but House of 

Bread would produce higher-quality products and have a bigger location with more seating 

available.39 

Future 

Sheila’s expansion into Truckee has been a work in progress since October, 2014. 

Finding a location within Truckee has been her biggest obstacle so far. John, the Franchise Sales 

Solutions consultant, will be approaching this new store in a much more organic fashion in 

relation to advertising than House of Bread, San Luis Obispo typically uses. They will start by 

advertising in the Reno House of Bread's newsletter, as well as using the local newspaper and 

local radio stations to establish a presence within the Truckee community. It is important that the 

community feels a connection with House of Bread, and at the grand opening Sheila is planning 

on making a 90-pound cinnamon roll to give away slices to promote the new location.40 In 

addition to bringing in her high-quality flour from Montana, she plans to source her dairy and 

other ingredients locally. Her existing menu will be brought in, but she plans to expand into a 

larger variety of beverages. The current items she sells are bread, cookies, scones, sandwiches, 

drinks, and retail items such as knifes and jams. A few healthy quick grab items will be offered 

under $10 for breakfast and lunch choices as well as sandwiches made with high-quality 

ingredients, soups made from scratch, and ready to heat pizzas.41 However, there is room for 

growth in the beverage selection of the store, which is where Sheila plans on expanding. She 

would like to serve fresh made orange juice, flavored teas, espresso drinks, craft beers, and 

                                                           
39 Sheila McCann, Interview by authors, May 18, 2015. 
40 “Business Plan: House of Bread”, Sheila McCann, San Luis Obispo, CA, May 18, 2015. 
41 Ibid. 
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possibly wine. Sheila is especially excited about including alcoholic beverages as part of her 

menu and is adamant that as many products as possible are sourced locally. She has a vision to 

utilize her seating not only during the breakfast crowd and lunch rush, but to extend her hours 

and use the location as a bar during the evening. The same kitchen, bathrooms, and tables will be 

in use without adding new costs, but the full use of the seating area throughout various times will 

boost sales. The same person that wants to come in the morning to enjoy coffee and a fresh bagel 

can come by later in the day for a sandwich, or after lunch for a beer. With the inclusion of 

alcoholic beverages comes the opportunity for House of Bread to grow; not just into new 

locations but also as a sellable concept to franchisees. Sheila’s vision is to see how the Truckee 

location performs, and then use it as a template for future House of Bread franchises. This craft 

brew concept will be an additional $5,000 on top of the existing franchise fee of $35,000. In 5 

years she hopes her store will be up and running, and sold to a franchisee, but before this 

happens she must find a suitable location within Truckee and build up the new store herself.   
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Exhibit 1. Economic Impact of Baking in the U.S. 
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Exhibit 2. Bakery Product Manufacturing Industry Forecast 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Exhibit 3.The top trends in 2013 according to Dairy, Deli, Bakery Digest, are the following:42 

 

1. Health and Wellness, Consumers are adopting more “good for you” foods and are 

looking to manufacturers and government to offer solutions. 

2. Calorie burning beverages.  Sodas that offer negative calories, Green Teas that 

promote weight loss by offering metabolism-boosting ingredients. 

3. Mobile Eating. 

4. Snacking. 

5. Single serving products aimed at the single consumers or smaller households. 

6. Avoidance of trans fat. 

7. Food and Beverage with an ethical positioning-these products are linked to Fair 

Trade, charitable organizations, sustainability or ecological claims. 

8. Natural and Organic foods, consumers want to know where their food comes from-

they are seeking fresher and locally grown products. 

9. Convenience, from reservations to parking, to menu selection to ordering to taste. 

  

  

                                                           
42 Dairy, Deli, Bakery Digest, “Top trends in 2013,” quoted in Sheila McCann, “Business Plan: House of Bread” 
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Exhibit 4.  House of Bread Menus 
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Exhibit 5. House of Bread Locations 
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